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Fusible Overview
Fusible products have one or
two sides which have an
adhesive which when heated
with an iron bonds to the fabric
surface.
Fusible products are meant to
be permanent, so you’ll want to
be sure you have the right
product for your project and
that you are ready for the fusing
step. Also, if you happen to
over-iron some fusible products,
the adhesive can burn off and
will lose adhesion making it so
that you are unable to re-fuse
the piece without re-applying
some other form of an adhesive.
There are different
characteristics and uses of these
products as well as different
adhesives, so knowing the
characteristics of various
products can help you decide
which product to use or try for
your quilt project! This guide is
intended to help you make
decisions and inspire you to try
new products that will enhance
the beauty and function of your
quilted projects!
As always, I recommend you
always follow the directions
from the manufacturer to
ensure the success of your
project.

The Perfect Fusible Guide
The following sections will provide the What, Why and How for using a fusible product in
your Quilt projects.

What products are available with Adhesive?
Non-Woven & woven interfacing
Quilt Batting
Bias Tape
Fleece
Gridded Fabric
Web Fusing with or without paper backing
Embroidery Stabilizer
Peltex (Foam like product)
Ribbon
Thread
Fusible Web Tape

*This guide is based on the experience I have had using various fusible products and does not reflect an
endorsement of any product.

Why use one product over another and what are the features of each one?
Fusible Product Guide
Category
NonWoven
Interfacing

Product Name
Pellon - 906F
Fusible
Sheerweight

Sizes Available
20”

Features
Easy to See Through for Pattern transfers.
Fusible dots are easy to see. Easy to get
the right side down.
Write on with Fabric pen or permanent
markers
Can be applied to the back of quilts to
keep threads from drawing fabric up.
Fusible dots are easy to see. Easy to get
the right side down.
Dark color for dark projects. Same
features as 911FF.

NonPellon - 911FF
Woven
Fusible
Interfacing Featherweight

20”

NonPellon - 911FF
Woven
Charcoal Fusible
Interfacing Featherweight

20”

Woven
SF101 Shape-Flex®
Interfacing Fusible Woven
Interfacing
Fiber
Steam A Steam II
based
Lite -Double sided
Fusible EZ212 EZSteam II
Fiber
Quilters Select Print
based
& Piece Fuse Lite
Fusible
Fiber
Quilters Select
based
Appli-stick
Fusible

20”

Light- to medium-weight Fusible

12″ x 40 YD
18″ x 25 YD
24″ x 25 YD
Sheets: 9” x 12”

Light to medium-weight Fusible
Light grid to help with positioning
Temporary hold for applique and other
crafts.

Rolls, Sheets By
the yard, Tape

Free form (no paper backing) or
paper backed

Description/Products
Barely there - sheer weight does not add
weight to the project but provides light
stability to projects.
Fusible dots are easy to feel so you know
you’ve got the right side down.
Provides light-medium support for
applique and threadwork projects.
Great for appliques or to stabilize T-Shirt
quilts.
Provides light-medium support for
applique and threadwork projects.
Great for appliques or to stabilize T-Shirt
quilts.
100% Cotton – Use to provide shape and
body to small accessories.
Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 offers a
repositionable, temporary stick and
when fused creates a soft permanent
bond.
Stabilizes and water soluble
Repositionable – Draw on shiny side
Attach to wrong side of fabric

Fiber
based
Fusible
Fiber
based
Fusible

Quilters Select
Appli-web

Rolls, Sheets By
the yard, Tape

ultra-lightweight, permanent fusible
webbing backed with heat-resistant
paper

Not repositionable – great for multiple
layers

Misty Fuse

20” x 10 yd
packages

Ultra sheer fusible for a super strong
bond that doesn't change the hand
of fabric. Won’t gum up the needle.

No backing paper. Can be cut, torn or
used as a sheet. Use a Fusing Mat or
Parchment Paper to protect ironing
surface.

Other Adhesives:
Roxanne’s Glue Baste It
This product allows for the tiniest drop of glue to be used, which lets you keep sharp corners sharp and help to keeps small edges turned under.
Liquid Starch
Use a small cotton swab to soak fabric for a few seconds to get a nice turned edge to stay.

Other Tools:
Stiletto
The small tip of the stiletto can keep your fingers from getting burned when ironing tiny edges.
Scratch Board
Tearing the fabric to remove the paper can cause warping of your piece. Use a tiny piece of wood and a safety pin to help you to remove the paper from
fusible web so that you can apply it to your fabric.
Freezer paper

Adheres to fabric when you iron the shiny side down.
Thread
Polyester clear thread instead of Mono-filament. It just works a little better. Try Sulky! I get it here:
Fray Check
Fray Check helps protect the applique from fraying.
Parchment Paper
Non-stick and heat resistant High Density, non-stick parchments. Works very well with Misty Fuse to

Teflon Heat Pressing Sheet

Bottom Thread
Use Bobbin weight thread in the bobbin.

(60 or 90 wt.)

How to use a Fusible Product?
Fusible webs are applied to the back of your fabric so that you can apply a design to your project. There are so many different kinds of fusibles,
so here are a few guidelines how to use some of my favorite types.

Misty Fuse
Misty fuse is very light weight and provides very light adhesive. It can be cut, torn, or used in it’s sheet. Because it does not have a backing, you
need to use applique pressing sheet or parchment paper.
Can be layered. No need to press and hold this one. Move over the applique and lift and move over it again until set well.

Pellon EZ Steam II lite
The best use for this is repositionable and sticks downs

Pellon 906F in white or black is a sheer weight non-woven fusible interfacing. You can use this as a base for your projects.
When you satin stitch your applique, you also want to use a stabilizer to avoid puckers or tunneling.
Totally Stable Iron-on – Tear away Stabilizer by Sulky provides a very light weight stablility

